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Abstract
Brittenham has shown how an incompressible Seifert surface for a knot in S3 can be used to find
an infinite class of persistently laminar knots which therefore have Property P and satisfy the Cabling
Conjecture. In this paper we improve his result to create a larger family of such knots.
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1. Introduction
Essential laminations have been a major tool in 3-dimensional topology, particularly
through the work of Gabai. See the foundational paper [7] for the basic concepts about
essential laminations and branched surfaces. Recently some knots are known to have
persistent laminations, that is, essential laminations in their complements which remain
essential under all non-trivial Dehn fillings [4,5,11]. Such knots are called persistently
laminar. By the work of Gabai and Oertel, these knots have Property P and satisfy the
Cabling Conjecture.
Brittenham [2,3] constructed a branched surface and then found an infinite family of
persistently laminar knots lying appropriately in its complement. The main purpose of
this paper is to generalize his construction to create a larger family of knots. The reader
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Fig. 1.
is assumed to be familiar with the construction and notions in [3, especially §2]. We
begin with a brief description of Brittenham’s construction of a branched surface. See
Fig. 1. Given an incompressible Seifert surface F for a knot K0, if we attach a tube to a
neighborhood of its boundary, running parallel to half of the knot K0, and then glue the
boundary of F to a curve running over the tube, and otherwise following the other half of
K0, we get a branched surface B .
As the exterior of B , we have
MB = S3 − ˚N(B)∼=MF ∪ {two 1-handles},
where MF = S3 − ˚N(F). MF can be thought of as a sutured manifold with an annular
suture separating two copies of F , say F+ and F−. Therefore, one 1-handle has both ends
on F+ and the other 1-handle has both ends on F−. ∂hN(B) consists of F+ and F−, each
with a tube attached. Let D1,D2 be the obvious meridian disks in our two 1-handles. The
main result of [3] is that a knot K in MB intersecting each of these disks exactly once is
persistently laminar. We generalize this to;
Theorem 1.1. Let K be a non-cabled knot in MB which is not ambient isotopic into each
MB −Di, i = 1,2. Then K is persistently laminar.
A similar result has been independently obtained by Hirasawa and Kobayashi [8], using
sutured manifold theory.
2. Proof of Theorem 1.1
We begin with introducing two well-known theorems which play key roles in the proof
of Theorem 1.1. The first theorem is a simplified version of main theorem in [10];
Theorem 2.1 (Scharlemann). Let M be compact orientable 3-manifold. Suppose K is a
non-cabled knot in M with M−K irreducible and ∂-irreducible. If M is ∂-reducible, then
a manifold M ′ obtained by Dehn surgery on K is irreducible.
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Let M be an irreducible 3-manifold with a torus boundary component T . The setting
considered here is that we have two Dehn fillings M(π),M(γ ) of M along T , which
contain disks P̂ , Q̂, respectively. In particular, assume that ∂P̂ and ∂Q̂ are disjoint, and
each boundary does not bound a disk in M . Then P̂ and Q̂ give rise to labelled intersection
graphsGP ⊂ P̂ ,GQ ⊂ Q̂. The two graphs can be thought of as living in 2-spheres, because
the two disks have disjoint boundaries, and so all of the machinery of [6] can be applied
without any change. Eventually the same arguments as Theorems 4.1, 4.3 and 6.3 in [6]
give us the following;
Theorem 2.2 (Gordon). Let π,γ be different slopes with above hypotheses. Then either
M(π) contains a punctured lens space or M(γ ) contains a manifold N such that H1(N)
is finite and non-zero, and ∂N = S2.
We now prove Theorem 1.1 by first showing (Proposition 2.3) that B is essential in the
complement of the knot K , MK = S3 − ˚N(K), and then showing (Proposition 2.4) that B
is essential in the manifold obtained by a non-trivial α-Dehn surgery on K , MK(α). We
may assume that |K ∩ (D1 ∪D2)| is minimal among all ambient isotopies of K in MB .
Proposition 2.3. B is essential in MK .
Proof. To verify that B is essential in MK , we need to know five things;
(1) B carries a lamination with full support.
(2) B carries neither a 2-sphere nor a compressible torus, and has no disk of contact.
(3) M0 = S3 − ( ˚N(K) ∪ ˚N(B)) has no monogon.
(1), (2) and (3) are verified in [3].
(4) M0 is irreducible.
Suppose S is a reducing sphere for M0. Because ∂N(B) is connected,MB is irreducible.
Therefore S bounds a 3-ball containing K in MB . Shrinking this 3-ball in MB to a
neighborhood of a point, we see that K is ambient isotopic into another small 3-ball in
MB disjoint from the disk pair {D1,D2}, a contradiction.
(5) The horizontal boundary ∂hN(B) of B is incompressible in M0.
∂hN(B) consists of the surfaces ∂+h N(B) and ∂
−
h N(B), both of which are obtained
by attaching tubes to F±. Assume for contradiction that ∂hN(B), say ∂+h N(B), is
compressible. Choose a compressing diskD of ∂+h N(B) so that |D∩(D1∪D2)| is minimal
among all compressing disks.
Assume that D ∩ (D1 ∪ D2) has circle components. Let E be a disk bounded by an
innermost circle among them on D. Then ∂E bounds another disk E′ on D1 or D2. Since
MB is irreducible, E ∪E′ bounds a 3-ball. If E′ ∩K = ∅, we can reduce |K ∩ (D1 ∪D2)|
by an ambient isotopy of K through this 3-ball (since E misses K). Otherwise, still we can
reduce |D ∩ (D1 ∪D2)| by a disk-swapping argument.
Assume that D ∩D1 has arc components. Let E be the disk, whose interior misses D1,
cut off by an outermost arc of D ∩D1 on D. The boundary of a regular neighborhood of
D1 ∪E has two parts, one isotopic to D1 in MB and the other a pair of properly imbedded
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disks E1,E2 in MB . Since D1 does not separate MB , neither does one of the two, say E1.
After pushing ∂E1 out of the attached 1-handle, we may think of ∂E1 as living on F+
disjoint from both ends of the 1-handle. Since F+ is incompressible in MF , ∂E1 bounds
disk E′1 in F+, and so E1∪E′1 bounds a 3-ball in MF . Since E1 does not separate MB , the
attached 1-handle must connect the two components of MF after being cut off along E1.
Thus E′1 contains exactly one end of the 1-handle. In particular, D1 ∪E1 bounds a 3-ball
in MB . As in the argument of reducing circle components above, we can reduce either
|K ∩ (D1 ∪D2)| or |D ∩ (D1 ∪D2)|.
Therefore, we may assume that D misses D1 ∪D2. Thus we can push D out of the two
1-handles glued onto MF . In particular, we may think of ∂D as living in F+. But since F+
is incompressible in MF , ∂D bounds a disk D′ in F+ which contains one or two ends of
the 1-handle glued to F+; in particular,D ∪D′ bounds a 3-ball in MF . If D′ contains only
one end, then the component of MB containing this 3-ball after being cut off along D and
D1 is again a 3-ball. Since D misses K , we can isotope K off D1 through the 3-ball. If D′
contains two ends, D separates D1 from D2, and hence K does not meet D2. ✷
Proposition 2.4. B is essential in MK(α).
Proof. (1), (2) and (3) require no extra proof, since B has not changed after Dehn surgery.
(4) M0(α) is irreducible.
By a compression body we shall mean a cobordismW between surfaces ∂+W and ∂−W
such that W ∼= ∂+W × I ∪ 2-handles ∪3-handles and ∂−W has no sphere components.
Since M0 is irreducible, there is a maximal compression body W ⊂ M0 with ∂+W =
∂M0 − ∂N(K), which is unique up to isotopy. In particular, W is irreducible and ∂−W
is incompressible in M0. See [1] for more details. Let N0 be a component of M0 after
being cut off along ∂−W which contains ∂N(K) as a boundary component, and denote
G=N0 ∩ ∂−W .
Suppose that G is incompressible in N0(∞). We may as well isotope G in M0 to
intersect D1 − ˚N(K) transversally and minimally. They must intersect, since D1 ∩W = ∅,
so otherwise D1 ⊂W and so K ∩D1 = ∅, a contradiction. Thus let E be a disk component
of D1 −G. Then ∂E bounds a disk E′ on G. In particular, E ∪E′ bounds a 3-ball since
N0(∞) is irreducible. By a disk-swapping argument, we can reduce either |K∩(D1∪D2)|,
whenK∩E = ∅, or |G∩D1|, whenK∩E = ∅. But this cannot continue indefinitely. Thus
N0(∞) is ∂-reducible. Theorem 2.1 guarantees that N0(α) is irreducible.
Assume for contradiction that M0(α) contains a reducing sphere S. Let C be the
collection of the cores of attaching 2-handles of the maximal compression body. If S
intersects C, compress S along a disk component of C − S into two spheres, at least one
of which is a reducing sphere. At the end of this process S will be convert to a reducing
sphere of M0(α) disjoint from C. We can isotope S out of W − C ∼= ∂−W × I . Since M0
is irreducible, S is contained in N0(α), a contradiction.
(5) ∂hN(B) is incompressible in M0(α).
Suppose that E is a compressing disk for ∂+h N(B) in M0(α). Let P = E ∩M0 and
Q=D2 ∩M0. Since ∂hN(B) is incompressible in M0, ∂P ∩ ∂N(K) is a nonempty family
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of curves parallel to the slope α on ∂N(K). On the other hand ∂Q∩ ∂N(K) is a nonempty
family of curves parallel to the meridian slope on ∂N(K). Then we obtain two graphs
GP and GQ as described in Section 1. Since ∂E lives on ∂+h N(B) and ∂D2 on ∂
−
h N(B),
we can apply Theorem 2.2. Since M0(∞) ⊂ S3 does not contain a punctured lens space,
M0(α) must contain a reducing sphere. But this is a contradiction. ∂−h N(B) is similar. ✷
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